PERFORMANCE RENTAL EQUIPMENT
(All Group Rental products include overnight storage)
Performance Packages are smooth and very versatile, handling every type of snow condition – from
hard-packed snow or bumps to powder.

With the Performance Packages, you can choose between the types of skis and have the flexibility
to swap them out when snow conditions change.

PERFORMANCE SKIS:
Salomon Q-90:

All mountain confidence and exploring inspiration. Q-90 is for skiers
looking to explore new terrain and develop their off-piste skills, with a light
weight wood core, tip rocker and forgiving early rise tail.

Salomon Q-88 Lux:

All mountain confidence and exploring inspiration for women. Q88 Lux is for skiers looking to start exploring new terrain and develop their
off-piste skills, with a light weight core and forgiving early rise tail.

Salomon X-Drive 7.5:

On-piste stability and confidence with all-mountain possibilities. Enduro LX 750 gives skiers confidence on groomers and the possibility to ski the whole resort.

PERFORMANCE SNOWBOARDS:
Burton Cruzer:

The next board in the progression. Like the LTR, it is flexed and proportioned to facilitate turning
while minimizing falls. But unlike the LTR, this is the perfect board for exploring the whole mountain after a couple
lessons. With a directional shape, the Cruzer is the ideal choice for the first full year of a rider's career.

Burton Blunt Freestyle:

This board is effortless to ride thanks to its V-Rocker design. The rocker helps keep
the contact points off the ground and lifts the edges for a looser and softer ride. Underfoot, the playful feel, steady
stability, and a buttery scoop tip and tail gives it a more progression-friendly, park-oriented ride.

SKI/BOARD ONLY

PACKAGES

(skis/poles only or snowboard only)
Overnight storage included

(skis/boots/poles or snowboard/
boots)
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**Holiday Periods (TBA for 2017-2018)

DEMO EQUIPMENT
Whether you’re looking to demo skis, boots, or a snowboard in order to find your best match to buy or wanting
to treat yourself to the perfect tool for a super deep day of powder or ripping on groomers, the Demo Center
can hook you up. Mention your group name for $5 off your demo order. 2017-2018 rates out soon!
The Demo Center offers equipment selected to perform in Northwest snow conditions. Try up to 3 different
pieces of equipment all in the same day. Two days of Rental fees paid may be credited towards new equipment purchased during the current season (one day towards equip. on sale)

DEMO EQUIPMENT (only single day demo available)
SKI

PRICE

SNOWBOARD

PRICE

DEMO Ski Package

TBA

DEMO Board Package

TBA

DEMO Ski Only

TBA

DEMO Board Only

TBA

DEMO Boot Only

TBA

DEMO Boot Only

TBA

